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CORE 
History Tab 

To improve the possibility to check modifications made in crew profiles by authorized users,            

CORP users (Admin) can now see the history of changes on every crew profile by clicking on the 

History tab, which includes modifications made on crew bank details. 

 

 

Guest List | Embarkment and Disembarkment 
Show port of embarkment or disembarkment for each guest by going to the Guest Listing. 
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HRM 
Leave Days Calculation | Display 

1. Annual leave days posted by the crew which have been “Approved” are fully deducted 

from annual leave at credit without any condition linked to rest days. 

2. Annual leave requested and “Approved” will equal Annual leave deducted regardless 

if a working schedule has been generated or not. 

3. Annual leave requested now equals annual leave taken.   
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Payroll | Payslip Display Improvements 
1. Reference to hours of work removed for payroll to avoid confusion  

2. All leave types have been grouped and presented in a logical order 

 

 

3. Payroll Recap | Export Extended XLS Draft  

Custom entries [if any] indicated in payroll are now also exported in the XLS even 

though payroll is only in Draft version 

 

 

4. Payroll Recap | Print & Export PDF | XLS Draft  

Now showing crew bank details even though payroll is only in Draft version 
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FINANCE 
Account Transfers | from “Primary Account” to any Secondary Account 

It is now possible to transfer funds from Primary Account (if activated) to any other active bank or 

crew account without displaying the entry as an “Expense” in the report following the steps below. 

Procedure to make transfers between any secondary accounts remain the same. User will use 

“Add Entry / Transfer”. The method defined here below is only for Yachts which have kept the  

“Primary Account” active. If Primary account is unused, please disregard this procedure.  

Step 1 – Transfer from Bank Account 
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Step 2 -  Credit receiving Bank Account 
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Automatic Distribution | Between Category Line Items 
Expense entry for an invoice was made in Finance, using “Split Categories”.  

Suppose the total amount must be corrected on this invoice that has multiple category line items.  

The user would typically have to update each line Item in the Split section. This was happening in 

particular for invoices entered in USD, GBP but paid with a EUR account. 

In that case, all the split categories had been made with precise amounts in USD. Correcting the total 

amount paid for that invoice would usually oblige the accountant to update each split category 

which DEEP Blue has automatically converted from USD to EUR. 

There is now a new functionality (button “Distribute”)  that gives the accountant the option to 

distribute the total difference between the original total value and the new total values to each line 

items based on the percentage to be allocated to each category of expense.   

This is particularly useful with when an invoice is issued in a foreign currency.  
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CHARTER 
APA | Display 

Charter APA currency separators (thousand and decimal) matches the separators chosen in    

Settings | Finance | Display Settings 

 

APA | Charter Analytical Report 
It is now possible to Edit an analytical APA Report by category and subcategory of expenses 

Click EXPORT edit a PDF or XLS, and export all APA receipts in one click. 
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PMS 
Maintenance | New Report Filter | Jobs Done 

It is now possible to filter on Jobs Done by Year and Month. 

 

 

 

 

 

Logbook Counters | Running Hours  
 

To stop unintended errors, it is no longer possible to update Running Hours in the future.   
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CONTACTS 
 

DEEP Blue Soft France 
535 Route des Lucioles 
06560 Sophia Antipolis 

 
http://deepbluesw.com 

dbs-support@deepbluesw.com 
 

Mob: +33 (0) 6 31 67 57 28 
 

Client Support:  
+33 (0) 6 75 17 28 15 
+33 (0) 7 86 32 47 95 

 

http://deepbluesw.com/
http://dbs-support@deepbluesw.com/
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